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About This Game

game Play

Hyper color ball is a casual, difficult game. The game-play mechanics are based on testing your focus and dexterity skills. With
a fast paced, upbeat soundtrack and a strong vibrant colours. Hyper color ball makes for a fantastic party game. You play as the

Hyper ball, try to not collide with the elements. Collect green balls which give you points and health boost.

color Beat

Hyper color ball uses our 'Color beat' system, the game tracks the frequency of the music and shifts the in-game colors
accordingly.

The Hyper ball will also change color depending on your health, watch out for the elements!

Hyper color ball was conceived during Castle game jam 2016!

Most Important features:

 Skins
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 Better color dynamic

 Achievements

 Audio player lite

 Add your music (wav or ogg)
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Title: Hyper color ball
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Czester16
Publisher:
Back To Basics Gaming
Release Date: 2 Sep, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Windows Vista/Windows 7/8/10

Processor: 1,6 GHz

Memory: 128 MB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 100 MB available space

Sound Card: available

English
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hyper color ball badge. hyper color ball

Really couldn't figure out what the game was about. I understand that it was free, and it was sort of fun. But it lacked anything to
keep me entertained for more than 5 minutes. f2p, 7/10 I guess. But I wouldn't reccomend it because there's many other games
that are pointless that are more fun.. Valve abandoned this game after just a few months. I love the mechanics and presentation
but an online card game with no new updates and barely 200 concurent players is not what I signed up for. F*ck the long haul..
I've put 6 hours into this game and while it did start a bit slow and haltingly I really was enjoying it by the 3rd act. The character
developement and customization is fun. The combat might get a tad repetitive but because you can switch between all the
characters on the fly and the levels are varied the gameplay stays enjoyable.

Bottom line: Would reccomend if you are interested in an Isometric RPGs and curious about the story but you will need to put
up with a little indie jankyness.. quot;Red-Handed". Seems redundant to call a post-apocalyptic game "sad," but there you go.

Not bawl-your-eyes-out sad; and not melancholy, which is like sadness for hipsters. There's a moment early on that sums it up
perfectly.

Outside your garage (that's also your house) you can stop and play jumprope with some neighborhood kids, and as you're
jumping you sing different rhymes to keep the time. The rhymes are all familiar, but the lyrics are all about death and disease.
The kids just casually sing them as if it's nothing out of the ordinary. That one little understated storytelling device tells you all
about the unhappy state of things.

It's the sort of tender sadness where you ache for this world and its people. Everyone you meet goes about life with a quiet
determination, making the best of things with a faint smile and looking for little glints of light where they can. Hence the title, I
guess?

The main character fits right in with the rest of them. It's nice that they didn't give her the All-Powerful MacGuffin or make her
the Chosen One. She's just a normal person choosing to be brave in the face of bad circumstances. They let you get to know her
a little and give her a real understated warmth and likeability without being too overbearing about it.

Most of these point-and-click games grind to a halt at one point or another, either because the item you need is lost in the
background or because they expect you to solve a puzzle with an implausible combination of items. There are a couple of head-
scratchers here, but mostly the game maintains a good flow.

It really comes down to communication with the player and it's reflected in the gameplay as much as in the story as the events
progress. This is a story that truly does unfold. It starts off small and escalates until by the end it's an all-out Hamlet act V
bloodbath that reshapes society.

I only wish that I could have found a way to decrease the display to a smaller window so I didn't feel like I was studying a
classical mosaic. Don't worry about it, though. This game is really good.

You can find more indie game reviews at https:\/\/oddlittlegames.com or visit my  curator page. Thanks, and enjoy!. I got this
DLC in the complete pack. All off them suffer from the same flaws so this review is copied to all of them.

Now. The skins and weapons are totally fine. The problem here is the extreme pricing and the fact that this game has a modding
community with better, free, stuff. They even admit that a lot of this is made by said community. I as a console peasant and a
sucker did not get this simple fact and pronounced \u201cYes! I do want to pay more!\u201d.

Don\u2019t be like me. Don\u2019t suck, blow\u2026 wait, what?. quot;Your dad will make Mexico pay for the wall."
How that insult alone did not win me the match, I will never understand.

Seriously, though, this is a great sequel to an already fun and hilarious game! I love the new phrases that you can use, and the
Comebacks you can do really add a nice level of depth to the game. I haven't played a whole lot as of yet, but so far, it's just
been great!
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If you enjoyed The Insult Simulator, you'll love Hollywood Roast!. No gamepad support on a sidescrolling SHMUP. Instead,
you clunkily move with the WASD and aim with the mouse, with Q assigned to changing your direction from left or right.
Having to hit A to dodge enemy fire or line up your own shots better, while using Q to change direction makes it very awkward
to get much rhythm in either dodging enemy bullets or taking out enemies. The red\/black\/white aesthetic is interesting, and
some of the ship designs are cool, but being able to see where the background is stitched together \/ mirrored is a bit distracting
\/ takes away from the immersion of the game, The main reason I wouldn't recommend the game is that the controls are pretty
bad with a keyboard. The music is well-done. Seemingly random levels and no intial presentation to a storyline make it less
immersive, but lend more to an 'arcade' feel. If not for the lack of gamepad support (or if it had customizable controls..) it might
be worth checking out, but as-is I would not be deceived into thinking it plays more fluid than what is previewed in the trailer. If
you're a big fan of mecha designs or SHMUPs and want to support the developer by purchasing the game, some of the ship
designs are cool, and as said before the music is cool, but it's a bit cumbersome to play.. Beautiful and fun little game.
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Games like this make we wish Steam had a thumbs sideways option. I wouldn't really recommend this game but I wouldn't say
"don't ever play this game!" either. I give it thumbs up because I have a soft spot in my heart for small dev teams and indy
games. You could tell they put some effort into the game and cared about it but it could defnitely use some more polish.

Don't buy this for 20 bucks. It is very not worth that imo. I got it on sale for like 5 bucks. It's maybe worth that but even after
paying that much I feel "meh" about the game. It was okay. Some people it seems really enjoyed it based on people's reviews.
Many comparing this to Chronos. I disagree. The only way this compares to Chronos is the camera style and the graphics.
Similarities end there for me.

It's short. Like 1-2 hours short. At the end a minor hint is dropped that you should go play again but I had little interest to..
Though the game is lack luster now with content, I am very shocked how stable the game has been! ALSO the dev continues to
release patches frequently. Hope to see more content, along with modding. pretty good game. This game is nothing but horrible
from the start. It doesn't load well, taking quite a few minutes to load different screens such as settings. I never actually got to
even play the game at all because it took over 30 minutes to load 4 different screens just to set up the game to play, and then the
game itself never began.

Take it back to the drawing board.. Writing this in the hope that it'll stop people from getting deceived.

I wanted this game to be good. I really did, the concept is amazing, but unfortunately the execution isn't. As it is now, it's
completely broken and you can't even complete the 1st mission. It looks like the dev has dropped the game as well, see 
https://steamcommunity.com/app/382330/discussions/0/1290690926876169590/?ctp=7 so consider yourself warned. Don't
even know why this is still up for sale.... seen video's when i came in game it was terrible. even for the 2 bucks i payed for it. no
where near the video quality and really laggy for some reason (while having no problem with any game on ultra). sir buy the
DLC but and it said 7days Premium right? why i only have 24hours Premium buff?
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